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Abstract: Realizing  the  layouts  of  analog/mixed-signal  (AMS)  integrated  circuits  (ICs)  is  a  complicated  task  due  to  the  high
design  flexibility  and  sensitive  circuit  performance.  Compared  with  the  advancements  of  digital  IC  layout  automation,  analog
IC layout design is still  heavily manual, which leads to a more time-consuming and error-prone process. In recent years, signifi-
cant  progress  has  been  made  in  automated  analog  layout  design  with  emerging  of  several  open-source  frameworks.  This  pa-
per  firstly  reviews  the  existing  state-of-the  art  AMS  layout  synthesis  frameworks  with  focus  on  the  different  approaches  and
their individual challenges. We then present recent research trends and opportunities in the field. Finally, we summaries the pa-
per with open questions and future directions for fully-automating the analog IC layout.
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1.  Introduction

The demand for analog/mixed-signal (AMS) integrated cir-
cuits  (ICs)  has  been  increasing  in  various  emerging  applica-
tions,  including  the  internet  of  things  (IoT),  5G  networks,  ad-
vanced  computing,  and  healthcare  electronics.  Therefore,  a
short  turnaround  time  of  analog  IC  design  is  desired.
However,  while the automation algorithms have been signifi-
cantly  improved  over  the  past  decades,  implementing  ana-
log  layout  is  still  a  manual,  time-consuming,  and  error-prone
task.

Despite  the  continuous  efforts  in  analog  layout  automa-
tion,  those achievements have not been well  adopted in cur-
rent industrial flows. The main reason is rooted in the charac-
teristics  of  AMS circuits.  AMS IC design is  a  complex task due
to the high design flexibility. Compared to its digital counter-
part,  AMS  design  is  considered  complicated  since  it  deals
with  a  wide  range  of  specific  circuit  classes,  various  device
types, and requires a customized tuning for each circuit class.
Besides,  analog  layouts  are  sensitive  to  signal  couplings,  lay-
out-dependent effects, and process variations. The circuit per-
formance  could  suffer  from  significant  degradation  with
minor  changes  in  the  layout  implementation.  Furthermore,
there lacks an effective way to model the layout effects on ana-
log  performance,  which  imposes  significant  challenges  for
automation tools.

While  analog  electronic  design  automation  (EDA)  tools
are far behind their digital counterparts, the endeavor to auto-
mate analog layout design can be traced back to decades be-
fore.  One  of  the  early  analog  EDA  efforts,  ILAC[1],  already  has
similar  methodologies  to  some  current  AMS  layout  frame-
works.  ILAC contains two separate layout generators that can

generate  the layouts  of  different  circuit  submodules,  and the
two generators will interact with each other to produce the fi-
nal layout. The first layout generator, STUCCO, is a procedure-
based  layout  generator  that  stores  pre-defined  layout  tem-
plates  of  some  fundamental  analog  circuit  building  blocks
and generates the layouts for  different manufacturing nodes.
The types of  building blocks  handled by STUCCO range from
MOS transistors to current mirrors. The second layout generat-
or,  MOSAIC,  is  a  general-purpose  optimization-based  layout
generator that can take the STUCCO outputs as its inputs. MO-
SAIC will  first  place  the blocks  using the simulated annealing
algorithm  and  then  complete  the  circuit  interconnections.
The two analog layout generators in ILAC has laid the founda-
tions  of  two  mainstream  analog  layout  automation  ap-
proaches: procedure-based and optimization-based.

Promising  advancements  have  been  made  in  recent
years.  Strategies  for  designing  analog  circuits  that  are  more
synthesis-friendly  have  been  proposed.  Frameworks  utilizing
procedure-based layout techniques have been demonstrated.
Also,  optimization-based  layout  generation  methods  have
been presented.

This paper aims to overview current AMS layout automa-
tion approaches and research trends and new visions on ana-
log  layout  automation.  Specifically,  we  will  first  review  three
primary  AMS  layout  methodologies  and  related  frameworks
in Section 2. We then introduce several recent advances in aca-
demia  with  an  emphasis  on  algorithms  featuring  machine
learning  (ML)  and  statistics  in  Section  3.  We  will  finally
present  our  visions  on  the  open  questions  and  trends  in  fu-
ture EDA development for AMS layouts.

2.  Current approaches and challenges

People  have  proposed  different  paradigms  with  various
degrees  of  generality  for  different  usage  scenarios.  However,
introducing  design-dependent  strategies  and  prior  know-
ledge in the automation flow often benefit the flow effective-
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ness  in  the cost  of  jeopardizing the generality  of  flow.  In  this
section, we review three popular paradigms in the order of in-
creasing generality.

(1)  Synthesis-friendly  AMS  circuits:  Design  highly  digital
and  modularized  AMS  circuits  that  are  suitable  for  commer-
cially available digital physical design tools.

(2)  Procedure-based  layout  generation:  Generate  layouts
based  on  the  pre-designed  templates  in  a  procedural  ap-
proach.

(3) Optimization-based layout synthesis: Formulate the lay-
out  generation  as  a  constrained  optimization  problem  and
tends to model the layout quality as the objectives.

2.1.  Synthesis-friendly analog circuits

In the past  decade,  enormous efforts  have been devoted
to  improving  the  AMS  circuits  synthesizability.  In  the  typical
synthesis-friendly  design  flow,  as  shown  in Fig.  1,  a  design
database, including synthesizable analog blocks and architec-
tures, is provided by the designer. By combining it with digit-
al  physical  design  methodologies,  this  flow  aims  to  generate
layouts  using  commercially  available  digital  auto  place  and
route  (APR)  tools,  thus  significantly  improving  design  effi-
ciency.  This  methodology  leaves  significant  efforts  in  the
design database generation, where highly-digital and modular-
ized circuits are desirable.

<

One  direction  is  to  design  analog  circuits  using  only  lo-
gic gates. This way, they directly fit the existing digital synthes-
is flow. Stochastic flash analog-to-digital converter (ADC) pion-
eered  this  direction[2].  Instead  of  combating  the  circuit  off-
sets caused by random mismatch as in conventional AMS cir-
cuit designs, it utilizes this inherent offset as a distributed refer-
ence  generator  for  a  flash  ADC.  As  a  result,  it  only  requires
the  custom-designed  comparators  besides  digital  standard
cells.  In Refs.  [3, 4],  the comparator is implemented by the lo-
gic  gates.  The  fully  digital  architecture  allows  fast  synthesis
and  provides  sufficient  programmability.  Although  it  show-
cased the implementation of a fully-synthesized flash ADC, its
complexity is quadrupled for each extra bit, restricting the suit-
ability for only low to medium resolution (e.g.,  6 b). Besides,
this fully digital approach is only suitable for a few specific cir-
cuit architectures.

Researchers  also  explored  to  build  analog  standard  cells
to assist AMS circuit synthesis. In Ref. [5],  a synthesized multi-
stage noise-shaping (MASH) sigma–delta (ΣΔ) modulator is re-
ported. It is made possible by creating an analog library, includ-

ing  opamp,  comparator,  transmission  gate,  and  unit  capacit-
or.  Each  analog  cell,  including  a  custom-optimized  layout,  is
treated as a digital standard cell by the APR engine. A synthes-
ized  current-steering  DAC,  is  demonstrated  in  Ref.  [6],  where
the  current  cells  are  individually  designed  and  then  APRed.
These  works  demonstrate  remarkable  Verilog-to  digital-gate
based  analog  cells  are  developed  to  reduce  manual  efforts
for  each  design.  A  synthesizable  biquad  filter  reported  in
Ref.  [7]  achieves  state-of-the-art  linearity,  where the amplifier
is implemented by NAND, NOR, and INV logic gates. High pro-
grammability  is  provided  over  the  gain,  bandwidth,  and  in-
put-referred  noise  to  provide  reconfigurability.  Still,  the  us-
age  of  this  specially  designed  analog  cell  is  limited  to  specif-
ic  architectures  –  layout  synthesis  capability.  However,  they
still  rely  on  the  pre-optimized  analog  cells,  which  have  to  be
developed  separately  for  each  specific  design  or  technology
node.  Hence,  they  are  difficult  to  generalize  to  other  design
specs or circuit types.

Digital-gate  based  analog  cells  are  developed  to  reduce
manual efforts for each design. A synthesizable biquad filter re-
ported in Ref. [7] achieves state-of-the-art linearity, where the
amplifier is implemented by NAND, NOR, and INV logic gates.
High  programmability  is  provided  over  the  gain,  bandwidth,
and input-referred noise to provide reconfigurability. Still,  the
usage of this specially designed analog cell is limited to specif-
ic architectures.

SAR  architecture  draws  attention  in  recent  synthesizable
ADC  developments  owing  to  the  highly-digital  nature.  A
highly  automated  SAR  ADC  design  is  demonstrated  in
Ref.  [8].  Nevertheless,  a  dedicated  custom-made  capacitor
DAC  layout  tool  is  required  on  top  of  the  standard  digital
EDA tool. There is still a performance gap between the synthes-
ized SAR ADC and the manually optimized one.

While  the  conventional  voltage-domain  analog  circuit  is
challenged  by  the  sub-par  analog  accuracy  in  standard  cells
and APR, time-domain analog signal processing shows prom-
ising  synthesis  friendliness.  By  representing  signals  using
time-related  variables,  such  as  frequency  and  delay,  it  allows
the circuit to be mostly digital by nature. As a result, time-do-
main AMS circuits are inherently suitable for synthesis.

A  domino-logic  ADC is  reported in  Ref.  [9],  where the in-
put  voltage controls  a  domino cell  chain's  delay.  The input  is
quantized by counting the number of cells that the trigger sig-
nal  propagates  through.  The highly  modularized typology al-
lows  the  fully  automated  synthesis  of  this  type  of  ADC.
However,  the resolution is still  limited to 6-bit  because of the
inherent nonlinearity of the delay chain.

Recent  advancements  of  all-digital  phase-locked  loops
(PLLs)  benefit  substantially  from  the  digital-friendly  nature  of
time-domain  processing.  Consequently,  synthesized  all-digit-
al  PLLs  have shown performance comparable  to  state-of-the-
arts[10, 11].  An all-digital  low-dropout  regulator  (LDO)  is  imple-
mented in Ref. [12], where the time-to-digital converter (TDC)
is  adopted  for  the  digital  supply  voltage  sensor,  thus  achiev-
ing  fully  synthesizability[12].  A  fully-synthesized  transmitter
is reported in Ref. [13]. Thanks to the time-domain signal pro-
cessing,  it  only  requires  digital  standard  cells  and  features  a
wide configuration range.

Inspired by the time-domain PLLs,  fully synthesized VCO-
based  continuous-time  ΔΣ  modulators  (CTDSMs)  are  repor-
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Synthesis-friendly analog circuits design flow.
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ted in Refs. [14, 15].  The analog input is converted into phase
and  frequency.  Then,  the  quantization  is  performed  by  XOR
gates  instead  of  conventional  voltage  domain  comparators.
This architecture provides noise shaping capability and upcon-
verts  component  mismatches,  thus  relaxing  APR  require-
ments.  As  a  result,  solely  implemented  by  foundry  digital
standard  cells  and  resistors,  it  demonstrates  resolution  bey-
ond  11-ENOB  with  state-of-the-art  energy  efficiency,  while
maintaining a high automation level.

FASoc  has  carried  it  further[16, 17].  Many  standard  analog
cells  are  created  to  assist  the  AMS  synthesis,  such  as  boot-
strap switches, unit capacitor cells, and comparators. The ana-
log  cells  leverage  the  latest  advancements  in  AMS  designs,
where  the  highly  digital  implementations  are  adopted.  For
example,  instead  of  the  conventional  Strong-Arm  latch  of
Ref.  [18],  the  comparator  adopts  the  edge  pursuit  architec-
ture  where  only  NAND  and  INV  gates  are  required[19].  The
same  philosophy  also  applies  to  target  AMS  circuit  topology
choices. A good example is the capacitance-to-digital convert-
er  design.  FASoc adopts a  delay chain based implementation
of  Ref.  [20]  that  avoids  the  intensive  analog  blocks  as  re-
quired  in  the  conventional  designs.  As  a  result,  this  tool  can
support  many  pre-defined  AMS  circuits  with  a  wide  range  of
programmability,  including  all-digital  PLLs,  power  manage-
ment, ADCs, and sensor interfaces.

As a final remark, although researchers have proposed en-
couraging solutions in the past decade, they still  lack general
applicability  since  detailed  optimizations  are  required  for
each specific topology or performance metric.

2.2.  Procedural layout generation

As mentioned in  Section 1,  procedural  layout  generation
is  often  used  to  generate  modules[1, 21−24].  Procedural  layout
generators  implement  circuit  layout  by  combining  common
primary  devices  and  structures  using  module  generators.
These module generators usually generate layout structures ac-
cording to pre-defined rules or template layout designs. A sim-
ilar  approach  is  adopted  later  for  AMS  circuits  with  a  larger
scale.  A  typical  procedural  layout  generation  flow,  as  shown
in Fig.  2,  embedding  layout  expert  knowledge  in  the  layout
templates. The procedures are designed and programmed by
layout experts.

Procedural  layout generators date back to as early as the
works  of  ILAC[1] and  SLAM[21].  ILAC  layout  engine  uses  a  pro-

cedural  block  layout  generator,  which  supports  a  wide  vari-
ety of  circuit  substructures such as current mirror,  differential
pair, interdigit resistance, capacitance. The layout generator as-
sures  good  quality  layout  by  "copying"  proven  "hand"  lay-
outs  in  a  parameterizable  way.  Similarly,  SLAM  uses  a  set  of
parametric  analog  layout  circuit  primitives  and  proposes  a
method to detect the netlist's circuit primitives automatically.
Stefanovic et  al.[22] present  a  chart-based  design  environ-
ment that leverages a basic analog structure library for fast lay-
out  generation  and  parasitic  estimation.  Youssef et  al.[23] de-
veloped  a  Python-based  layout  generation  tool  for  primitive
building  blocks  to  assist  designers  in  exploring  electrical  and
physical  trade-offs.  Lopez et  al.[25] further  integrates  the  lay-
out  generator  inside  an optimization loop for  parasitic-aware
circuit sizing. Han et al.[26] developed a GUI-based template en-
gine,  significantly  reducing  the  effort  to  generate  DRC/LVS-
clean  layouts  for  high-speed  serial  link  designs.  Ding et  al.[27]

proposes a comprehensive framework, combining digital P&R
flow  with  template-based  libraries,  to  generate  layouts  for
SAR ADCs.

Recent  works  on  procedural  layout  generators  have  also
demonstrated  the  capability  of  producing  results  verified  by
tape-out  measurements.  Wulff  and  Ytterdal[28] developed  a
Perl  script based compiler that compiles a core SAR ADC into
GDSII  in  a  few  seconds  and  reduces  the  effort  necessary  to
port design to another technology. A proof-of-concept fabric-
ated  in  28-nm  FOSOI  achieves  the  state-of-the-art  perform-
ance. Berkeley layout generator (BAG)[24] implements an inter-
face  to  integrate  all  design  flow  steps  into  a  single  environ-
ment  to  aid  the  designer  in  developing  truly  parameterized
and  technology-independent  circuit  generators.  Their  exten-
ded  work  BAG2[29] further  extended  the  original  framework,
while  presenting  tape-out  verified  designs  of  a  time-inter-
leaved  SAR  ADC  and  a  SerDes  transceiver  frontend. Fig.  3 is
an  example  of  the  layout  script  written  by  designers  and  its
corresponding  layout.  Instead  of  manually  drawing  the  lay-
out,  designers  only  need  to  codify  high-level  descriptive  lay-
out implementation decisions, where the layout generator en-
gine  handles  the  specific  design  rules.  This  process  simplifies
the codification of common tasks and foster design reuse, tech-
nology migration, and shortens time-to-market while remain-
ing  close  to  classical  design  flows  for  easy  adoption.  It  also
greatly eases the entire design steps from schematic circuit to-
pology, transistor sizing, layout generation, and design verifica-
tion,  while  the  high-level  layout  descriptions  are  easily  port-
able to various technology nodes. BAG also has several exten-
ded  work[30, 31] that  leverage  the  layout  engine  and  machine
learning algorithms, such as evolutionary algorithms and rein-
forcement learning, for automated transistor sizing that could
be transferable across designs and technology nodes.

However, procedural layout generators still have a signific-
ant amount of manual labor involved in developing paramet-
ric  cells  and  incorporating  scripts  to  codify  device  placement
and  routing.  Nevertheless,  these  approaches  have  demon-
strated a significant reduction in manual labor in design migra-
tion  to  different  technologies.  There  have  also  been  several
works in reducing the amount of manual overhead of proced-
ural generators in layout migration[32−36].  Analog layout retar-
geting  and  technology  migrations  usually  extract  placement
and  routing  features  from  existing  manual  layout  and  trans-
fer the patterns and cope with new design rules in the target
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Procedural analog circuits layout design flow.
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technology.  These works could be seen as a hybrid approach
between  procedural  and  optimization  based  layout  generat-
ors  since  they  generally  involve  optimization  for  reduced
area and wirelength, but still have limited capabilities in hand-
ling a wide variety of circuits.

2.3.  Optimization-based layout synthesis

Another  popular  paradigm  is  to  cast  the  layout  genera-
tion  into  optimization  problems.  A  typical  flow  for  optimiza-
tion-based layout synthesis, as shown in Fig. 4, formulates lay-
out  considerations  as  parameters  or  constraints  defined  by
users.  The  layout  synthesis  is  through  an  optimization  eng-
ine  without  manual  intervention.  The  high-quality  layout  is
achieved  by  optimizing  specific  objectives,  such  as  wirelen-
gth  and  area,  under  a  set  of  constraints,  such  as  symmetry
between devices and design rules.  This methodology is simil-
ar to digital EDA tools and often borrow ideas from them. It is
top-down  automation  because  the  layout  expert  knowledge
is applied in formulating the constraints and objectives[37].

Like  digital  EDA  tools,  optimization-based  analog  layout
generation often separates the process into several stages for
divide-and-conquer.  A  common  practice  is  to  have  three
stages, module generation, placement, and routing. The mod-
ule generator generates the layout of building blocks in a para-
meterized  manner.  The  placement  stage  then  places  the  lay-
out from the module generator. In the end, the routing stage
connects the nets through metal wires and VIAs.

Module generator is an essential component in optimiza-
tion-based flow as it provides the layouts of fundamental build-
ing blocks, e.g., transistors and resistors. Modern industry cus-
tom layout tools, such as Cadence Virtuoso, provide a paramet-
erized  device  generator  (PCells)  to  produce  primary  devices'

layout.  In  academia,  several  frameworks  are  using  custom-
ized device generators, such as ALIGN[38] and MAGICAL[39]. Pro-
cedural  layout  generation  can  be  viewed  as  a  more  general
module generator.  Procedural analog layout generators,  such
as  BAG[25],  are  also  capable  of  generating  parameterized
device layout.

Placement  takes  the  basic  building  block  layouts  as  in-
put  and  places  them  on  the  layout.  Unlike  the  digital  place-
ment problem, the scale of AMS placement is often much smal-
ler  in  the  number  of  modules  and  more  stringent  require-
ments limited by layout-sensitive performance. A pivotal ques-
tion to AMS placement problem formulation is how to correl-
ate the placement optimization objectives with the layout qual-
ity.  A  well-adopted  approach  is  to  formulate  the  placement
problem  into  a  constrained  optimization  problem.  Con-
straints are imposed to restrict the automated placement to es-
tablished  manual  layout  design  patterns,  and  objectives  en-
courage the solutions with a smaller area,  shorter wirelength,
etc.  The  most-widely-used  type  of  such  geometric  constraint
is  the  symmetry  constraint.  Symmetry  constraint  restricts  the
pairs of modules to be placed along with one or several sym-
metric  axes.  This  formulation  is  mimicking  similar  techniques
in  manual  layout  designs.  Symmetry  constraint  has  been
widely  used in  Refs.  [1, 40–70].  Similarly,  common-centroid  is
adopted in analog placement problem[50, 52, 53]. Fig. 5 shows ex-
amples  of  symmetry  constraint  and  common-centroid  con-
straint.  There  are  other  works  focusing  on  regular  array-like
structure  in  layouts[54],  monotonic  current  flow  from  VDD  to
VSS[62, 63, 68],  thermal  effects[48],  system  signal  flow[71] and  etc.

 

 

Fig. 3. (Color online) An example of the Python script and generated layout of BAG2[16].
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Unlike  the  digital  flow,  some  existing  analog  placement  fra-
mework  considers  soft  modules,  for  example,  merging  the
transistors[72].

A recent trend in literature for analog placement is to ex-
plore  methods  for  performance-driven  optimization.  In  the
work[71],  the  authors  use  the  regularity  of  the  system  signal
flow  as  one  of  the  optimization  objectives.  Li et  al.[73],  on
the other hand, proposes to build a model for estimating the
parasitics  in  placement  and  optimizes  the  estimated  parasit-
ics  for  performance.  Recent  advances  in  machine  learning
also  encourage  the  research  to  optimize  performance  dir-
ectly  through  neural  network-based  performance  prediction
models[74].  More  details  about  the  performance  prediction
are presented in Section 3.1.

Routing  takes  the  placed  layout  and  connects  the  nets
with metal wires and VIAs. Analog routing usually is similar to
digital  routing  with  additional  considerations  on  symmetry
constraints[75].  Some  other  considerations  include  avoiding
routing  over  active  region[76],  optimizing  power  routing[77]

and etc.  Recently,  Chen et al.[78] propose to not only consider
the  given  symmetric  constraints  but  also  optimize  for  the
total  symmetry  across  the  design.  They  present  a  new  al-
gorithm  to  match  the  pins  in  the  layouts  and  route  the  nets
in  symmetry.  Chen et  al.  also  study  the  challenge  for  tape-
ready  analog  detailed  routing.  Equipped  with  sophisticated
design-rule  handling  schemes,  the  proposed  detailed  router
can reach “tape-ready” quality in terms of the design rule viola-
tion clean and post-layout simulation.

Recently,  there  are  rising  interests  in  fully  automated  or
“no-human-in-the-loop”  physical  design  flow[38, 39, 79].  The
aforementioned  optimization-based  frameworks  usually  re-
gard  the  constraints;  for  example,  symmetry  pairs,  are  user-
defined  inputs.  However,  labeling  the  constraints  itself  is
time-consuming  and  tedious.  Optimization-based  AMS  lay-
out  generation  frameworks  also  sometimes  embed  the  fully
automated  constraint  generation  in  the  flow.  Although  the
automatic  constraint  generation  algorithm  has  not  been  ma-
ture and comprehensive yet, it has been adopted in some cur-
rent  frameworks. Fig.  6 shows the overall  flow of  the MAGIC-
AL  framework.  Starting  from  unannotated  schematic  netlists,
it  extracts  the  symmetry  constraints  and  generates  primitive
devices. Then it places the devices and routes the interconnec-
tion.  In  Section  3.3,  a  review  on  current  constraint  genera-
tion algorithms is presented.

In  the  existing  optimization-based  AMS  layout  automa-
tion framework,  several  challenges are remaining unresolved.

First, there yet lacks a principal method in formulating the op-
timization problems. The existing geometric constraints are dis-
tilled from manual layout heuristics, which are design-depend-
ent  and  technology-dependent[80].  Although  some  con-
straints,  such  as  symmetry,  are  usually  regarded  as  universal
design guidelines, many manual layout behaviors are question-
able  to  be  suitable  for  implying  as  a  hard  geometric  con-
straint.  Second,  it  takes  efforts  to  label  the  correct  con-
straints  by hand.  Although there existing works  for  detecting
symmetry constraints automatically[81], the scalability and gen-
erality of these algorithms is concerned. Furthermore, few stud-
ies  are  working  on  more  dedicated  geometric  constraints.
Third, there lacks a direct approach to optimize circuit perform-
ance.  Existing  work  on  optimization-based  analog  place  and
route is  still  relying on the objectives  such as  wirelength and
area.  However,  such  optimization  objectives  are  question-
able as to whether the circuit performance is well-reflected. Fi-
nally,  it  is  not  easy  to  compare  different  frameworks.  Layout
quality  is  often  evaluated  through  post-layout  simulation.
However, as the post-layout simulation requires fully function-
al  layouts,  the  extensive  efforts  on  fundamental  building
blocks  such  as  design  rule  handling  and  module  generator
make individual  research focus on the abstract  level  problem
instead of real circuit performance.

3.  Recent research trends

In  this  section,  we  introduce  several  recent  efforts  and
present our view on the research trend in this area.

3.1.  Layout performance prediction

A significant  challenge in automatic  AMS layout synthes-
is  is  the  lack  of  an  effective  method  to  model  the  layout  ef-
fects  on  circuit  performance. Fig.  7 shows  a  potential  flow  of
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performance  prediction-assisted  automated  layout  genera-
tion flow. A performance modeling can give feedback to auto-
matic layout generation and guide the tool to generate high-
performance layouts.

The  authors  of  the  work[82] intend  to  tackle  this  chal-
lenge with the computer vision method. A new problem of pre-
dicting  post-layout  performance  is  formulated.  The  authors
generate many different placements for the same circuit,  and
the  placement  is  routed  with  an  automatic  routing  engine.
Post-layout  simulations  are  performed on the routed layouts.
The  placement  results  and  the  corresponding  simulation  res-
ults  are  used  for  training  data  for  CNN  ML  models.  The  ML
model  can  then  predict  the  circuit  performance  from  place-
ment  and  bridge  the  modeling  gap  between  the  placement
and post-layout simulation.

In Ref. [82], a preliminary attempt to model the circuit per-
formance from layouts is presented. The idea is further exten-
ded in the work[74], where a graph neural network incorporat-
ing the connectivity information from the circuit netlists is util-
ized to improve the accuracy.  Li et al.[74] also proposes to use
the performance prediction as optimization objectives in a sim-
ulated-annealing-based  analog  placer.  However,  it  is  limited
to  a  small  range  of  circuit  types,  and  the  existing  techniques
to integrate the performance modeling in automatic optimiza-
tion is still immature. Our vision is that the ML-based perform-
ance modeling will help develop AMS layout synthesis by intro-
ducing  a  more  direct  objective  in  optimization-based  place
and route.

3.2.  Leveraging human knowledge from existing

layouts

Another  trend  of  applying  ML  to  AMS  layout  is  to  lever-
age  ML  to  learn  the  manual  layout  techniques  from  existing
layouts. Fig.  8 shows a  potential  flow for  automatically  learn-
ing from manual layouts. Using human layouts are golden ex-
amples,  a  machine learning model  can learn the strategies  in
designing  layouts  (the  training  phase)  and  use  the  learned
model for new designs (the inference phase).

Generating wells and inverting contacts are often custom-
ized-designed in manual  layouts.  On the other  hand,  existing
AMS layout synthesis frameworks often integrate the well gen-
eration  in  module  generation.  For  example,  MAGICAL  gener-
ates  separate  NWELL  contacts  for  each  PMOS  device[39].  The
paradigm  influences  this  digital  place  and  route  flow
strategy, where wells are designed in standard cells, and con-
tacts are inserted to standardized row-based placement meth-
odology.  However,  as  analog  circuit  performance  is  sensitive
to  layout  and  individual  NWELL  contacts  strategy  introduces

overhead  on  area,  a  human-like  well  generation  is  desirable.
WellGAN[83] proposes to generate the wells by mimicking the
manual  layout behaviors  automatically.  It  formulates the well
generation  problem  into  a  computer  vision  task  and  learns
how  wells  are  designed  in  manual  layouts  with  supervised
learning.  The  manual  layouts  are  used  as  training  data,  and
the  wells  drawn  in  those  layouts  are  extracted  to  be  the
ground truth for  the ML model.  A  generative  adversarial  net-
work  (GAN)  predicts  where  human  engineers  draw  the  wells
from  the  placement  layouts.  After  training,  the  GAN  model
can generate images of wells based on placement. The gener-
ated  well  images  are  further  legalized  and  inserted  into  the
layout.

A  similar  idea  is  used  in  analog  routing.  Current  analog
routing  in  optimization-based  AMS  layout  synthesis  is  usu-
ally  a  constrained optimization problem.  Manual  layout  tech-
niques  are  imposed  as  constraints,  and  analog  routers  usu-
ally  optimize  for  the  wirelength  and  area.  However,  it  raises
whether  this  constraint-driven  methodology  is  suitable  for  a
more extensive range of circuits.  GeniusRoute[80] proposes an
alternative.  Similar  to  WellGAN,  GeniusRoute  uses  a  generat-
ive  ML  model  to  learn  manual  layout  techniques.  It  predicts
where  a  human  designer  from  the  placement  likely  routes
the nets. The predicted routing region is then fed to an auto-
matic routing engine as routing guidance.  A variational auto-
encoder  (VAE)  is  used  similar  to  the  GAN  model  in  WellGAN.
Fig.  9 shows  the  flow  of  GeniusRoute.  The  routing  patterns
are  extracted  from  existing  manual  layouts  and  used  to  train
a  VAE  model  in  the  training  phase.  In  the  inference  phase,
the trained VAE is used to predict the routing region with un-
routed placement.

In both cases, supervised generative learning is automatic-
ally  used  to  learn  the  manual  layout  techniques  from  exist-
ing  designs.  To  some  degree,  it  relieves  the  efforts  to  design
heuristics  in  automatic  AMS  place  and  route  algorithms  and
provides a new approach to learn human knowledge from ex-
isting layouts.

3.3.  Automatic constraint generation

AMS  CAD  flows  rely  on  designers  to  provide  layout  con-
straints  that  are  honored  during  layout  implementation.
These  constraints  are  often  design-dependent  and  related  to
performance-sensitive  layout  effects.  Common  constraint  ex-
amples  are  device  proximity  and  dummy  insertions  during
device placement and increased wire spacing for reduced net
coupling  during  routing.  The  analog  circuits'  performance  is
often  closely  related  to  these  detailed  layout  implementa-
tions,  and  layout  dependant  effects  could  significantly  de-
grade circuit performance and even change circuit functional-
ity.  Thus  by  enforcing  these  constraints  during  layout  imple-
mentation,  the  designers  hope  to  mitigate  parasitic  and  lay-
out dependent effects on the final post-layout circuit perform-
ance.

Symmetry  constraints  are  one  of  the  most  essential  and
widely adopted constraints applied during analog layout syn-
thesis.  Analog  designs  frequently  use  differential  topologies
to  reject  common-mode  noise  and  enhance  circuit  robust-
ness. Mismatch in the devices of these topologies would signi-
ficantly  degrade  the  circuit  performance.  In  layout  designs,
these devices need to be placed and routed symmetrically to
enforce  matching.  Although  most  layout  heuristic  con-
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straints are design-dependent, several attempts to automatic-
ally extract symmetry constraints from the design netlist.

Existing  works  for  symmetry  constraint  detection  can  be
categorized  into  two  major  types:  1)  circuit  analysis  and  2)
graph  matching.  Charbon et  al.[84] use  sensitivity  analysis  to
identify symmetry and matching constraints by circuit simula-
tions. This approach is useful in extracting high-quality and crit-
ical matching constraints directly related to performance. An-
other  type  of  algorithm  uses  graph  matching.  This  algorithm
represents  circuits  as  different  types  of  graphs  and  uses  vari-
ous  techniques  to  convert  symmetry  detection  into  graph
matching. The works of Refs. [85, 86] convert analog circuits in-
to  bipartite  graphs  with  signal  flow  analysis  and  use  graph
automorphism  to  detect  graph  symmetry.  Wu et  al.[87] fur-
ther extend the graph representation by embedding pin con-
nection  information  into  edge  weights  and  generate  con-
straints  based on subgraph isomorphism with a template cir-
cuit  library.  Eick et  al.[88] directly  generate  constraints  by  pat-
tern  matching  and  group  constraints  hierarchically  based  on
structural signal flow graphs.

Recent  works  have  improved  prior  approaches  and  scal-
ing to larger system-level designs. Liu et al.[81] develops a fast
graph  similarity-based  approach  to  detect  system  symmetry
constraint  between  circuit  building  blocks.  This  idea  is  fur-
ther  extended  to  use  graph  neural  network  with  supervised
learning  techniques[89].  The  network  is  trained  to  predict  the
graph edit distance as a metric for measuring the graph similar-
ity.  Kunal et  al.[90] proposes a  graph learning-based approach
to first classify circuit blocks and further identify circuit primit-
ives, significantly improving prior approaches' scalability to ex-
tensive designs.

3.4.  AMS CAD with in-loop-simulation

Incorporating  simulation  in  AMS  CAD  is  not  a  new  idea.
In early work[84], schematic simulations are used in the sensiti-
vity  analysis  to  detect  the  symmetry  constraints.  Recently,

post-layout  simulations  are  used  in  automatic  AMS  CAD
flows. Fig.  10 shows  a  typical  flow  of  incorporating  simula-
tions  in  the  loop.  After  an  automatic  layout  generator  pro-
duces  a  layout,  simulation  is  used  to  decide  whether  the
post-layout  performance  meets  the  design  specifications.
Then  the  layout  generator  can  further  optimize  or  change
the layout until it passes the verification of simulations.

The work[91] proposes to integrate simulations in an auto-
matic  place  and  route  for  AMS  circuits.  For  hierarchical
design,  it  iteratively  generates  the  layouts  for  low-level  ana-
log building blocks  using MAGICAL and executes  post-layout
simulations  to  obtain  circuit  performance.  Then  bayesian  op-
timization  is  utilized  to  update  the  layout  generation  engine
parameters  until  a  layout  with  satisfying  performance  is  ob-
tained.  Similar  in-loop  performance  verification  is  also  pro-
posed  in  the  work[28],  where  an  automatic  layout  generation
flow  is  explicitly  designed  for  SAR  ADCs.  This  methodology
can  ensure  the  building  blocks  performance  and  also  bene-
fits  the  performance  of  the  high-level  mixed-signal  system.
However,  as  the  system-level  simulation  is  time-consuming,
there yet lacks a similarly effective way to ensure the system-
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level layout quality.
The  recent  development  of  AMS  layout  synthesis  frame-

works, such as ALIGN, BAG, and MAGICAL, provides the essen-
tial to integrate layout knowledge to research problems.

4.  Open questions in analog layout automation

Amid  recent  fast  development  of  automatic  AMS  layout
synthesis,  several  open  questions  and  challenges  are  yet  to
be  solved.  This  section  presents  our  view  on  future  direc-
tions on research in automating AMS layout design.

4.1.  Open-source efforts on comprehensive layout

synthesis flow

It  takes  considerable  efforts  to  compose  a  complete  lay-
out synthesis flow from fundamental devices to detailed rout-
ing[38, 92, 93].  This  significant  development  overhead  discour-
ages the research in performance-driven AMS layout synthes-
is.  Fortunately,  recent  advances  in  open-source  AMS  layout
generation tools  relieve  such issues.  ALIGN,  BAG and MAGIC-
AL have provided three different approaches, all  with end-to-
end netlist-to-GDS layout generation flow. These three frame-
works  choose  Python  as  a  top-level  programming  language
that  is  flexible  and suitable  for  fast  prototyping and software
development. We expect an increasing amount of research to
leverage the open-source tools and focus on performance-driv-
en layout generation verified by post-layout simulations.

However,  the  open-source  environment  is  not  yet  ma-
ture.  For  BAG,  layout  design  needs  manual  efforts,  and  the
open-source  layout  design  templates  are  relatively  limited  in
number.  On  the  other  hand,  both  ALIGN  and  MAGICAL  have
supported  selected  technologies  in  the  current  public  ver-
sion.  A  major  challenge  is  on  the  development  overhead  of
transferring  tools  to  other  technologies.  For  example,  the
design rule and device layouts are different in different techno-
logies.

An active open-source community also enables collabora-
tions  among  different  projects.  In  the  current  open-source
AMS  layout  generator  tools,  some  efforts  are  repetitive  and
overlapping  with  each  other.  For  example,  all  of  the  ALIGN,
BAG, and MAGICAL have implemented the device generators.
A  possible  approach  is  to  standardize  the  interface  and  file
formats  between  the  tools.  For  example,  similar  to  digital,
physical  design  flow,  the  open-source  AMS  layout  synthesis
tools  can  use  standardized  exchangeable  file  formats  to  en-
able  the  integrated  usage  of  different  tools.  We  believe  it  is
the  future  trend  of  the  open-source  community  for  AMS
layout synthesis.

4.2.  Sign-off-quality layout generation

For  optimization-based  approaches,  an  open  question  is
on  how  to  obtain  sign-off  quality  layouts.  In  other  words,
how to fill in the current gap between optimization to real cir-
cuit performance.

A  potential  direction  is  to  use  the  ML  method  to  model
the  layout  effects  on  circuit  performance.  Preliminary  re-
search is  surveyed in  Section 3.1.  However,  this  work  has  not
answered  the  question  of  how  to  optimize  the  performance
directly. Even with accurate performance modeling, the optim-
ization  method  to  consider  the  ML  model  is  remaining  un-
answered.

Another  direction  is  to  integrate  more  in-loop  simula-

tions.  As  introduced  in  Section  3.4,  post-layout  simulations
have already been successfully used in automatic layout gene-
ration  of  analog  building  blocks.  However,  due  to  the  unac-
ceptable  simulation  time  costs,  this  approach  is  difficult  to
be  applied  to  larger  system-level  designs.  Further  research
in this  direction might answer the open question of  ensuring
the layout quality from automatic tools.

On  the  other  hand,  with  both  the  advances  in  place-
ment  and  routing  algorithm,  optimization-based  tools  have
demonstrated the capability to generate layouts for mixed-sig-
nal  ADCs  with  tape-out-ready  quality[71, 78].  We  expect  future
research in the tools to prove their capability in silicon and re-
duce  the  gap  between  automatic  flows  and  layout  quality
guarantees.

4.3.  Understanding the designs

AMS designs differ in functionalities. Furthermore, under-
standing the circuit  design is  crucial  in  fully  automatic  layout
generation. For example, an operational amplifier and a com-
parator  may  have  different  ideal  layout  strategies  for  differ-
ent  considerations.  Furthermore,  extracting  suitable  con-
straints  in  optimization-based  analog  place  and  route  from
schematic  also  needs  knowledge  from  circuit  design.  Cur-
rently,  state-of-the-art  constraint  generations  are  focusing on
symmetry[81, 90].  However, there are many more different con-
straints  used  in  automatic  place  and  route,  as  introduces  in
Section  2.3.  Many  of  them  may  need  a  deeper  understand-
ing of  schematic  designs.  For  example,  maintaining a  regular
system  signal  flow  in  ADC  mixed-signal  system  is  also  crucial
beyond  symmetry[71, 91].  On  the  other  hand,  research  has  ob-
served  that  different  types  of  nets  often  need  different  rout-
ing strategies[80]. There are considerations often in manual lay-
out design that are often difficult to formulate as simple geo-
metric constraints such as symmetry. Furthermore, how to un-
derstand  the  specific  functionality  of  a  circuit  is  still  an  un-
answered question.  For example,  for  the C-DAC modules in a
SAR  ADC  design,  the  placement  strategy  should  consider
matching  the  capacitor  array.  Though  there  exist  specified
placement  techniques  for  capacitor  array[94],  it  currently
needs to be designated explicitly by human engineers.

5.  Conclusion

This  paper  presents  an  overview  of  the  current  frame-
works  of  automatic  layout  generation  for  analog  and  mixed-
signal  circuits.  Recent  advances  and trends  in  state-of-the-art
research  are  summarized.  We  review  the  significant  chal-
lenges  of  AMS  layout  generation  and  survey  the  latest  ad-
vancements  in  open-source  frameworks  with  ML  that  ad-
dresses those open questions.
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